
Diary of a kidney donor 

“TODAY” is the first day of the rest of my life.  Well, OK, that applies to everyone every day, but for me TODAY is special 

because it represents the day that I made a big difference to someone else.  I put “TODAY” in quotes because for 

reasons of privacy, I don’t want to specify exactly when the date of my kidney donation was – I don’t know who the 

recipient was and they don’t know who I am. 

This blog will eventually record the whole process, to the best of my recollection, taking approximately one year from 

when I first decided to donate a kidney to someone who needed it more than I until the actual operation and then from 

then until the present.  T will represent TODAY (the date of the actual transplant operation), so T-365 means one whole 

year before the operation.  Some dates are not particularly accurate because I don’t have a reference for them, but in 

general the sequence of events will still be preserved.  Further, some dates will be deliberately not recorded accurately 

so as to preserve anonymity.  These will be recorded, for example, as T-12X, representing sometime between 120 and 

129 days before the operation.  As another example, today (10 August 2014) is actually T+0XX, which means the 

operation was between 0 and 99 days ago. 

At some stage there will be nothing more to add, but we’ll see when that time comes. 

I hope that as a result of this blog, you will come to understand why I made this decision, how it has affected me, and 

(others willing) what it means to others.  [I am hoping I can allow comments and responses to be recorded.] 

This is my first attempt at a blog, so please bear with me as I become accustomed to this format.  Note that the posts 

that appear below are in reverse order, i.e. the newest entry is immediately below this one.  If you want to start at the 

beginning, go to kidneydonor2014.wordpress.com/2014/08/10/t-37x-when-it-all-started/ 

So there we are.  Feel free to share this blog with whomever you think will be interested. 

 

T-37X: When it all started 

Yes, it was more than a year before the operation that I first started actively pursuing this process. I don’t recall any 

particular trigger for this, except that I had a little time over a lunch break and decided to find out who to approach to 

initiate the proceedings. It took several days of lunchtime Google searching before I found a contact email address that I 

was confident would get to an appropriate person, namely the Renal Transplant Coordinator at the local hospital. 

 

T-369: First contact 

This is the email I sent to the Transplant Coordinator: 

 

I have for some time wondered why more publicity is not given to altruistic organ donation.  It has taken me some hours 

of searching over several days to find your email address. 

Anyway I am prepared to start the process to offer one of my kidneys to whomever may benefit. 

I am a fit and healthy 62-year-old who has been a regular blood (and more recently plasma) donor. 

I have discussed this with my wife, but am happy to formalise things more if necessary. 

I understand that it may be a long process, and that I may withdraw at any time, but when drivers’ licenses first 

provided the option to state one's preference as a donor more than 25 years ago, I had no hesitation in doing so. 

Please advise what my next step is. 

 

I had no idea at the time how long a response would take or what sort of reaction I would receive. But at least the ball is 

now rolling… 

 

T-364: First response 

A few days later (with a weekend in between) I received my first response, asking that I call, and provide an address to 

which some printed information could be sent. I rang immediately and spoke to one of the Renal Transplant 

Coordinators. I can’t remember exactly what was discussed, except that it was always I who had to make the next move. 

There was certainly no pressure on me to commit to anything. 

This was a theme I encountered over the whole journey – there was never any pressure upon me to continue, and I was 

always given the option of withdrawing at any time. After my operation, I asked one of the coordinators about this, and 

she responded that up to the time I was rendered unconscious on the operating table, any request from me to 

withdraw would have been honoured! 

The next step for me after providing the requested postal address would be to read the booklet and then call again. 

 

 



T-361: Booklet received 

The booklet contained essentially the same information as in: 

health.govt.nz/system/files/documents/topic_sheets/thinking-about-being-a-kidney-donor.pdf, with some information 

specific to the particular hospital that would be carrying out the transplant. 

There wasn’t very much in this that was new to me, but I did note that it was aimed at an audience where the donor 

knew who the recipient would be (a relative or close friend).  I have since discovered that although non-directed kidney 

donations have been carried out in this hospital since 2006, I was only the 20th of these but the 3rd in 2014. 

If anything, the information contained in the booklet strengthened my resolve to continue with this journey. 

 

T-359: Commitment 

Early the following week, I called again to reaffirm my desire to continue, and was advised that the next step would be 

to undergo some basic kidney function tests. 

 

T-357: The tests start 

Although I knew I was reasonably fit, having in the past few years climbed up to the Tangboche Monastery on the 

Everest Base Camp trail, summited Mt Kinabalu in Borneo and, closer to home, climbed Mts Tongariro and Ngauruhoe 

on successive days, I wasn't completely convinced that my current lifestyle was on the right track to keeping me healthy. 

These tests, with the primary aim of ensuring that the donation of a kidney would not compromise my health in any 

way, promised to answer this question for me.  Taking this a step further, I decided to treat this whole process as an 

adventure. The last time I was in hospital was more than 50 years ago and I had never undergone a CT scan or anything 

like that. Here was an opportunity to experience these processes first-hand in a non-threatening environment and in a 

modern hospital. 

The first test forms I received were for two 24-hour urine collections and an early-morning no-food blood test.  I had to 

go to the test lab to collect the urine sample containers which were 4-litre plastic containers similar in shape to a 4-litre 

engine oil container.  The idea was to start one morning immediately after the first urination of the day, then continue 

to the same time the following morning, making sure the first of that day was collected.  This process turned out to be 

surprisingly easy to implement, particularly on a Sunday/Monday as all it meant was that I had to wake on Sunday 

morning to urinate at the same time as I was intending to get up on the Monday.  I could then go back to bed and start 

the collection next time I got up. 

The hardest part of this was delivering the sample to the lab on the Monday morning.  It meant getting ready for work in 

all respects except for having breakfast.  This made for a strange feeling when walking on an empty stomach - I certainly 

felt a little light-headed.  The second full-day sample didn't require the blood test, so was also easy to implement.  

Although the samples did not need to be consecutive days, I even managed to carry this out on a workday, making sure I 

had my sample container with me (in a backpack) whenever I went to the toilet. 

 

T-349: First results 

The day after I had taken the second 24-hour sample in to the lab, I received an email to say that the results were 

available, and to call to discuss (note - I had to initiate this phone call, so there was no pressure upon me to continue 

even at this early stage). 

On calling I was told that my test results were all fine so far, and the next step would be an interview with a Renal 

Physician who would carry out a thorough physical examination. 

 

T-336: First physical contact 

Up to now all communication had been via email or phone call.  My visit to one of the renal physicians was then to be 

my first physical contact with anyone from the transplant team. 

The purpose of this first visit was to perform a thorough physical examination, determine any parts of my medical 

history that may be relevant, check that my reasons for offering were not misguided or misinformed and to provide me 

with some general information related to the next steps of the process. 

The information consisted of two parts, namely a description of the risks involved and an indication of the steps to be 

taken in the future.  The risks, to summarise, were 1) with only one kidney, I would be less able to cope with a kidney 

disease,  2) I would no longer be ‘available’ as a donor to family members, 3) the low but non-zero risk of serious 

consequences of any major operation.  To me these were all small risks, all well worth taking given the benefit provided. 



The next steps were more blood tests, a CT scan to check that there were no potential complications with the kidney 

chosen for removal (extra blood vessels e.g.), an angiogram to confirm that both kidneys were functioning equally and 

an interview (or three) with a psychologist. 

 

T-327: CT angiogram 

After some more blood tests to check for antibodies at T-331 I had an appointment for a CT angiogram which is a 

process whereby a contrast fluid is pumped into your bloodstream, so that the arteries and veins attached to the 

kidneys are highlighted during the CT scan. 

The hardest part of this procedure was the necessary preparation.  My appointment was for 2:00pm.  I wasn’t to eat at 

all after 8:00am, then I had to drink 700ml of water at 1:00pm and not urinate after 1:30pm. 

The only thing I remember about the actual scan was the instruction to keep still as the machine rotated about my 

midriff, this occurring several times. 

After the scan I was left in a room to change back into my street clothes.  There I discovered that the ‘dot’ wound 

dressing on the inside of my elbow, where the contrast had been introduced, had started bleeding quite profusely.  

When I opened the door to the room, there was nobody to be found, until I made my presence known outside the 

radiology room, where the next patient was being prepared.  Fortunately, my long-sleeved shirt was polyester, so it 

didn’t change colour when wet, and also just happened to be a deep red colour, so the fact that it had been saturated in 

blood wasn’t at all noticeable. 

 

T-300: The psychologist 

I was aware that a psychologist interview was part of the checks that I had to undergo, so I was not surprised to receive 

an appointment to see one of the hospital psychologists. 

This ended up as a series of three appointments.  In the first appointment, which lasted well over an hour if I recall 

correctly, I was encouraged to “tell my life story”.  There was plenty to tell, but you’ll have to wait for the book to come 

out :-).  The second appointment, a week or so later at T-292, was for a few followup questions mainly I think because 

my story was so complicated it wasn’t easy to take it all in in one sitting. 

Finally, the third appointment, almost two weeks later at T-279, was to present me with an assurance that there was 

nothing they could find to prevent me from progressing to the next stage.  One of the big things that the psychologist 

was looking for was any indication of the possibility of post-operative depression which might lead to thoughts of 

suicide, and I am glad that I was showing no signs of that. 

In hindsight, now that the donation has been completed, I have never for an instance regretted my decision, so that 

analysis was quite accurate. 

 

T-287: Second CT angiogram 

In addition to the ‘standard’ CT angiogram to check for any physical abnormalities that may make the surgery more 

difficult, a second CT scan* was performed to confirm the individual functionality of each kidney, since each would need 

to be capable of functioning on its own. [* This may not have actually been a CT scan, but just some kind of modified X-

ray.  I'll have to check with the renal team the exact nature of this particular test.] 

A scan with an irradiated contrast fluid allows the relative efficiency of each kidney to be measured directly, as well as 

the overall rate at which the pair can flush the material out of the bloodstream. 

In addition to the scan with the contrast present, blood samples are taken for several hours after the introduction of the 

contrast to ascertain the rate at which the contrast is being flushed from the system. 

My appointment was for 9 am and I had been warned that the whole process would take 4-5 hours.  The only 

preparation was the insertion of a cannula in my elbow for the introduction of the contrast and the subsequent taking 

of blood samples.  I was warned that when the contrast was introduced, it would induce a warming feeling and that I 

would feel as though I had wet my pants.  That was a very accurate description, as that was exactly what it felt like – I 

am glad I had been warned in advance! 

The initial scan was over soon after 10 am, but then started the series of blood samples used to track the residual 

radiation remaining in my blood.  These took place at hourly intervals from 11:20am to 2:20pm.  I spent the rest of the 

time in between roaming around the hospital grounds and the local suburbs.  Fortunately it was a fine day, so I wasn’t 

forced to sit around waiting each time. 

 

 

 



T-246: Physician followup 

Now that most of the basic tests had been completed, it was time to go back to the renal physician to get the final 

verdict. 

His initial response was somewhat guarded – they had discovered from the CT scan that my right kidney had a small 

kidney stone embedded in it.  He showed me the scan with the embedded stone, which was relatively small as kidney 

stones go.  This introduced a minor complication in that it meant that the only candidate for transplant was my right 

kidney (the one with the embedded stone) since they would not consider leaving me with just a potentially faulty 

kidney.  The complication was that the right kidney is slightly more difficult to transplant – something to do with the 

lengths of the blood vessels. 

Nevertheless, with my consent, which was never in doubt, the team had decided that the transplant could go ahead. 

At this meeting the physician also noted that the psychologists report had also been received and that there was 

nothing in that to affect that decision.  I had received a 3-page summary of the report, so the full report must have been 

quite extensive. 

I recall that it was at this point that a potential date was first considered.  As far as I was concerned, I was happy for the 

transplant to happen as soon as possible.  However, I had by now made plans for several activities in early 2014, such as 

walking in the Cancer Society Relay for Life in late February, participating in the Oxfam Trailwalker Challenge in early 

April, and walking around Lake Waikaremoana at Easter.  Thus I had stated that I was not ‘available’ until after Easter. 

 

T-236: New research 

Not long after the decision had been made that I was a suitable donor, I received a phone call from the renal physician. 

He had come across some ‘new research’ which might be relevant. 

This new research was looking at the long-term prospects of live kidney donors, and apparently pointed to a very slight 

increase in potential kidney failure compared with those who had not donated a kidney.  I figured that on its own this 

wasn’t particularly worrisome, since I was already aware that the fact of having just one kidney instead of two would 

account for some increased risk, since there was no ‘spare’ to take the load if one kidney did develop problems. 

I indicated that this did not worry me in any way, and the physician was also happy that this in its own was not enough 

to cause their decision, to accept my offer, to be revisited. 

 

T-209: Next steps 

I received a call from the renal transplant coordinator, who advised that an appointment with the surgeon was being 

arranged, and that the blood tests from now on would have to be taken at the hospital, since they needed to be sent 

urgently to Auckland for tissue typing analysis.  In response to a question about the nomenclature, I was told that tissue 

typing no longer needed actual tissue to be performed – it’s all done by analysing the blood nowadays. 

However, at this stage there was still no indication of when the transplant might take place. 

 

T-205: Surgeon appointment 

Coincidentally, or perhaps not, I received 4 days later an appointment to meet the surgeon.  I am not sure what the 

purpose of this appointments was to be, but I was happy to go along to meet the surgeon. 

 

T-119: Interview with surgeon 

Three months have passed, during which time the surgeon has been away on leave, summer holidays have intervened 

and I have accomplished some of my planned walking activities.  Now the time had come for my interview with the 

surgeon.  However on arriving for the appointment the surgeon was not available at that time after all and so I was met 

by the urology registrar.  He explained to me some of the mechanics of the intended operation and its after-effects.  I 

was a little disappointed at not having actually met the surgeon who would be trolling around inside me, but I accepted 

that his time is very precious and that he was probably required for something more important than an interview. 

One thing that did worry me a little during the interview was that he stated that it would be my left kidney that would 

be removed, as this was a less difficult procedure because of the positioning and length of the blood vessels that had to 

be cut and reinstated in the recipient patient.  This was even though I had pointed out that my understanding was that 

it would be the right one. 

 

T-114: I received a call from the renal registrar to reassure me that it would indeed be my right kidney that was to be 

transplanted.  [At least my concern had been noted!] 

 



T-90: Surgery questionnaire 

Out of the blue, I received a questionnaire from the Urology Department (the surgical group) stating "You have recently 

been referred for surgery with the Urology Service. In order that Your (sic) name will be placed on the waiting list you 

must complete the enclosed forms. 

You will not be on the waiting list until the completed forms are received...." 

I have only just noticed that the letter was dated Thursday 11th March 2010, more than 4 years earlier!  [I had been 

using that date on the letter to remind me of the chronology of its arrival, and it wasn't until I saw a date on my copy of 

the responses to the questionnaire that I realised that the letter was mis-dated.] 

 

T-72: Heart arrhythmia 

I have been a regular blood and (more recently) plasma donor for more than 30 years.  Plasma can be donated every 2 

weeks, and I have been doing this fairly regularly for about 10 years.  Before every donation an interview takes place 

whereby one’s current health is checked.  Once the donor is over 60 years of age (as I am) every interview involves a 

blood pressure and pulse rate check.  At this particular interview, the nurse said to me that she couldn’t allow me to 

donate since my heart had missed several beats in the 60 seconds.  My possible courses of action were to return in 

another 2 weeks and try again or undergo an ECG test from my local doctor. 

Given that I was to undergo major surgery sometime in the future, I chose the second course of action.   

 

T-70: ECG 

A couple of days later I went to my local Medical Centre and took an ECG test.  This proved to be perfectly normal, 

although I was somewhat bemused by the fact that the ECG recording lasts just 5 seconds, so even if my heart was 

missing several beats per minute, there was a good chance that the recording period would not catch one of the missed 

beats. 

Another aspect of my regular plasma donation regime was the issue of how this might affect the operation.  When I 

mentioned to one of the apheresis nurses that I was intending to donate a kidney, her reaction was that I perhaps 

shouldn’t be donating plasma at all any more since there was a possibility that a problem during the donation might 

result in my not receiving back all my red blood cells and this could cause a problem during the operation.  I later 

pursued this issue with the head apheresis nurse and her reaction was that there would in general always be some way 

that I would be able to get back most, if not all, my red blood cells, so there was not really a problem with this.  

However when I mentioned that I understood I would receive 6 weeks’ notice of my operation, she commented that it 

would be quite acceptable to stop plasma donations 6 weeks out. 

 

T-33: Date specified 

Another month passed during which I made two more plasma donations and was a few days off a third.  Then I received 

the news I was waiting to hear – I had been given a date, just over a month away.  The short notice didn’t bother me at 

all – I was ready and had been waiting for several months for this news.  My immediate reaction was to accept 

immediately, but I was told that I must think it over during the weekend and call on Monday. 

 

T-30: All systems go 

Of course I did call first thing on Monday to confirm.  I also had to cancel my plasma appointment and advise work that I 

would be out of action for a few weeks from the specified date. 

The next step was to undergo the final tissue typing blood tests, the first of which was a couple of days later. 

 

T-2X:  Change of date? 

I can’t remember exactly but I suspect it was that same week that I received a phone call from the renal physician asking 

if it would suit me better to delay the operation for a month.  My response was that no, I was quite happy with the date 

chosen (and had already made plans based upon that date). 

 

T-22: I received in the mail an appointment for anaesthetic pre-assessment, plus the last set of tissue-typing blood tests. 

 

T-14: Anaesthetic pre-assessment 

Immediately after my last tissue-typing blood tests I had the anaesthetic pre-assessment appointment. 



I was aware that part of the process of surgery involved meeting the anaesthetist but, as with meeting the ‘surgeon’, I 

didn’t really know what to expect.  I had heard from a colleague that when he had an operation, the anaesthetist just 

rang him the night before the operation.   

Once again I was met by someone who seemed to be a relatively junior member of the anaesthesia team, who ran 

through the procedure and confirmed again that I didn’t have any known allergies, reactions or concerns.  She then sent 

me off for more blood tests and a urine sample.  There were probably some very important questions being asked, but 

by now things were starting to become a blur and I really don’t recall exactly what transpired. 

At one point during this visit to the hospital one of the renal transplant coordinators came to see me in the waiting 

room.  This was the first time I had actually spoken in person to either of the coordinators.  I felt very honoured that she 

made time to come and see me.  I recall saying something like I was starting to feel a little nervous but her reply was 

that they would be concerned if I wasn’t a little apprehensive. 

 

T-10: Karma 

Later that week I went to a regular yoga class, where I told my yoga leader that I would be taking a break from yoga 

immediately after the operation.  When I told her what the operation was for, her immediate reaction was along the 

lines of “think of the karma that will come with that”.  I am a great believer in karma, and there have been several 

occurrences in my life that reinforce that view, but of course a statistician would say “that is just you attributing to 

karma something that happened by chance”. 

 

T-6: WINZ contact 

I hadn’t mentioned that at my last interview with the psychologist, he informed me that at any stage of the process, 

before or after surgery, if I felt I needed someone to talk to the hospital provided a service for such things.  Further, I 

had also been told that at some stage a WINZ* social worker would contact me to work through any issues with 

providing support for lost time at work or other costs resulting from the donation.  Thus when I arrived home from work 

one day there was an answerphone message from a WINZ social worker giving contact details.  I chose not to return the 

call because my employer had generously committed to providing me with “special leave on pay” while I was off work.  

Further, since I lived in the same city as the transplant hospital, there were no significant costs associated with my 

hospitalisation. 

[*WINZ is Work & Income NZ – the government agency which provides “financial assistance and employment services 

throughout New Zealand”.] 

 

T-*: The last week 

Not really knowing the effect of surgery on my body, I made a point of trying to be as active as possible in the last week 

before the procedure.  I spent most lunchtimes going for a brisk walk around town to keep as fit as possible, I mowed 

the lawns at home in case it would be some time before I’d get another chance and I even spent one day during the 

weekend cutting down some trees that were blocking sunlight at our holiday home.  I realised later that this latter 

exercise was rather risky given that any small accident with the chainsaw or axe might render the surgery impossible.  

Anyway, nothing untoward did happen, so I was lucky in that respect (karma?). 

 

T-1: Last minute details 

So here we are the last day before the operation.  I had to call a certain number at the hospital to find out what time I 

was due to report – for morning or afternoon surgery.  I guessed correctly that it would be a morning operation because 

of the length of time required and the need for the subsequent recipient operation to happen as well.  Thus my 

reporting time was 7:00am.  I was not allowed anything to eat or drink (except water) after 8:00pm and then not even 

water from 6:00am. 

Later that evening I received a phone call from the anaesthetist (the actual one) introducing herself and confirming that 

I had the correct information (and perhaps no cold feet).  She ran through what would happen once I got to the surgical 

admissions area the following morning.  Some of the details included to have a shower before leaving home, but not to 

use any deodorants or body lotions.  I also asked her how strict the 7:00 am reporting time was, given the potential for 

traffic hold-ups.  She replied that 7:15am would still be OK, but no later than that.   

I went to bed moderately early as instructed, and woke up at about my normal time, ready to experience this 

culmination of my adventure. 

 

 



T-0: This is it 

[From now on the information will be a little more detailed and more accurate, since it was while I was lying in the 

hospital bed immediately after the operation that I decided I would write this blog, and so I started making notes.] 

I awoke just before 6:00am so that I could have a last drink of water before the deadline and then had my usual shower.   

I had estimated that it would take us 15 minutes to get to the hospital at that time of day, so given the 15-minute buffer 

available, we left home at 6:45am, arriving at the main reception at exactly 7:00am.  Here they ran through my details 

again and checked next of kin. They also asked me to detail who else might be authorised to enquire of my status by 

telephone.   

After about 10 minutes of this, I was given an admission form and sent up to surgical reception where I sat in a waiting 

room with a few others.  One by one the others were called, and it was about 7:20am that I was called in to an interview 

room.  Here I had to again run through any medications I was on, any allergies I might have, etc. and to sign a consent 

form.  If I recall correctly there were two of these – one for the anaesthetic and a separate one for the surgery itself – 

but I don’t remember at what point I signed which one.  The anaesthetist also came to visit to introduce herself and 

explain the next steps.  One thing she told me that was new to me at this late stage was that when I awoke after the 

operation I would have a catheter from my bladder which meant I wouldn’t have to move to urinate.  I was also told 

that during the operation I would probably have a sensor inserted into an artery in my wrist to monitor blood pressure 

instantaneously. 

I had to remove all jewellery (my watch) and my wedding ring was taped over – I’m not sure of the reason for this. 

There were 3 or 4 different sets of people coming and going at this point.  As well as the anaesthetist there was a 

member of the surgical team (plus an ‘observer’) and one or two different nurses.  I was given 3 Panadol to take, I had 

my blood pressure and blood samples taken and a cannula was inserted in my wrist. 

Finally I was given a theatre gown, some ‘panties’ (one size fits all, so they were about 10 sizes too large for me), a pair 

of socks to wear, a dressing gown and a pre-heated blanket to warm me up. 

By now it was about 7:45am when I was led walking into the theatre – I recall having to pass through two security doors 

to get there.  I lay on my back on the operating table and was covered with an “air-blanket” which was heated by a 

current of warm air.  I remember that the theatre seemed to me to be a hive of activity.  I didn’t count, but I would 

guess that there would have been about 10 people present.  Then … 

 

T+0: Recovery room 

… I woke up in the recovery room about 2:45pm having apparently arrived there at 12:55.  I remember feeling a little 

disappointed that I hadn’t been informed that I was about to go to sleep, certainly I don’t recall feeling drowsy or 

anything, it must have been very sudden. 

At this stage I felt very refreshed, alert and totally pain-free.  I was very relaxed, lying flat on my back and breathing 

deeply and slowly.  My calves were encased in massage cuffs which were very pleasantly massaging my legs from the 

bottom up, very relaxing.  Soon after awakening, I was offered a lemonade ice-block which I thoroughly enjoyed.  I was 

able to adjust the bed to my liking, both for sitting up or for raising my knees. However my preferred position was flat 

on my back, even somewhat head-down. 

There were several people present, exactly who everyone was I was not sure.  Someone asked if they could inspect the 

large incision in my pubic area, which had just been covered with narrow tape.  I happily agreed, thinking at that stage 

that my modesty would still be preserved by the ‘panties’ when they lifted the gown up to see.  It wasn’t until later in 

the ward that I realised that the panties were no longer there.  Still, there is no room for modesty in such a situation, 

and I am too old now to care anymore … 

I remember wanting to pee, and when I mentioned this to one of the nurses, she replied that I needed to get used to 

the idea of not having to hold it back, to just relax and let the catheter do its work.  I eventually got used to this, which 

removed that source of discomfort. 

I was visited by several of the surgical team, who informed me that all had gone well, even more smoothly than 

expected, and that the recipient was in the process of receiving my kidney at that time.  The recipient operation is 

carried out by a vascular team since it just involves connecting up the blood vessels and ureter, the new kidney sitting 

on top of the bladder at the front of the patient, rather than near the backbone. 

During my time in the recovery room, there were frequent discussions about my respiratory rate which, at 8 per minute, 

was well short of the required 12 for going up to the ward.  Further, they won’t allow morphine pain relief (patient-

administered) unless the respiratory rate is at 12 per minute or beyond.  I also recall that several times someone asked 

what my pre-operation respiratory rate was, but the answer was always “16, the default”. 



I tried to explain that because I had been practising yoga for more than a decade, I had attuned my body to taking slow 

deep breaths as a matter of course.  However that was not enough to override the ‘policy’, so I ended up staying in the 

recovery room for more than an hour after awakening. 

Eventually after a discussion with the senior ward nurse and the anaesthetist (and perhaps someone from the surgical 

team), my “parameters were changed” and I was allowed to up to the ward.  The ward nurse told me that because she 

personally had to look after 4 patients, she wanted to be sure that I was not going to deteriorate and require more 

constant attention.  When she mentioned the 4 patients I immediately assumed that I would be in a shared room and 

congratulated myself on remembering to bring earplugs with me.  However on arriving up to the ward, I was placed in a 

single room with shared (with one other) bathroom facilities.  Still, the earplugs proved very welcome since during the 

nights there was an almost constant ringing of the attention beepers. 

For some reason a meal hadn’t been ordered for me that evening, and while this didn’t bother me too much, I hadn’t 

eaten for nearly 24 hours, so when the nurse found a meal that wasn’t otherwise required because someone had gone 

home early, I was happy to have something to eat – cold corned beef, mashed potato and salad. 

My wife called in around 6:30pm and while she was there, the surgery team, including the surgeon, visited again.  They 

checked that all was OK and said that I should get up and about in the morning, after which the catheter could be 

removed. 

I was being given Panadol regularly but still wasn’t feeling any pain as long as I lay still.  I certainly did feel some pain if I 

tried to sit up or twist.  This pain wasn't from the surface incisions, more from deep inside my abdomen from where 

everything had been pushed aside to get to the kidney and bring it out.  Also apparently the laparoscopic procedure 

involves pumping the abdomen full of air to help separate the organs, and not all the air would have been expelled 

before the incisions were sewn up. 

I was also subject to regular temperature, blood pressure, heart rate and respiratory rate checks.  I wasn’t feeling much 

like sleeping since I had been very relaxed all day, dozing off and on when there was nobody with me.  However I did 

sleep well from about 11:30pm, after the night shift took over, until about 2:55am when it was time for my next set of 

observations.  I remember then waking at about 5:30am, so I must have had some more sleep up to then. 

 

T+1: A busy day 

I was visited by one of the renal transplant coordinators just as breakfast was served, but this turned out to be bad 

timing as I was having great trouble trying to sit up to eat.  I was able to tilt the bed up but I just couldn’t get 

comfortable and was at that time experiencing the worst pain of my whole stay.  It did subside after a few minutes so I 

was able to conduct a rational conversation. 

I asked her just how many patients they had in their ‘catchment’ which is basically all of central NZ.  The response was 

that there are about 180 waiting for a transplant but there are only 20-odd transplants a year in this catchment.  Of 

these about half are from live donors with about one third of these from non-directed donors (i.e. unknown by the 

recipient). 

Another group from the surgery team called in shortly after, reiterating the need to get up and about as soon as 

possible, so I decided that I would try this as soon as they left.  However once they had left I immediately encountered a 

problem – I couldn’t figure out how to lower the side of the bed and there was no way I was going to climb over it.  I had 

also asked what I was to do with the massage cuffs, and they had shown me that they were just Velcroed on, so were no 

problem to remove. 

Soon the daytime nurse came by and lowered the side of the bed for me.  The release catch was low down near my feet, 

so there was no way I was going to be able to do that unaided.  That done she removed the massage cuffs for me and 

waited as I gingerly manipulated the catheter tube around my legs to sit on the edge and eventually stand beside the 

bed.  Once I was on my feet, she left me to have a bit of a walk around in the room.  I was quite comfortable doing this, 

but because I had to carry the catheter bag which was quite full at this stage and quite heavy I didn’t pursue this for very 

long.  Then I had the rather challenging task of getting back into bed without getting tangled up in the catheter tube and 

making sure it didn’t have any kinks in it.  This took quite a while and I felt quite exhausted after that.  I didn’t even 

attempt to put the massage cuffs back on as that required bending over double to reach my ankles, which I wasn’t 

prepared to do just yet. 

After lunch I had another visit from one of the surgeons who had come to remove the catheter – presumably my 

success in getting out of bed had been communicated back to the surgical team.  She also asked for me to report back 

once I had successfully been to the toilet just to confirm that all was well.  I decided to wait until my next pain relief 

before attempting to get out of bed again – actually it was the getting back in that was more painful but I never did 



quite work out why that was.  Anyway the toilet trip was successful, so I reported this to the nurse.  I also cleaned my 

teeth for the first time on this excursion out of bed. 

Later that afternoon I was visited by the renal physician who had examined me very early in the process.  He reported 

that the recipient was doing very well.  Otherwise he was enquiring about my progress and general well-being.  The 

conversation turned to who what sort of people were potential kidney donors and he mentioned that there was some 

recent research in the US that categorised live donors as coming from somewhat higher socio-economic groups since 

those lower down were often not in a good enough financial position to be able to afford the time off work.  He did 

comment that this may not be the case in NZ, since there was support from WINZ for such donors. 

My next visitor for the day was my wife, who arrived before dinner with a coffee and cake and today’s newspaper.  The 

coffee was much appreciated, as otherwise all that is offered is stewed tea from a pot, instant coffee or unsweetened 

Milo.  Shortly after, the surgeon called in again and prescribed a (half) sleeping pill if I needed it.  Then later still a 

colleague from work called to touch base and wish me the best.  I decided to wait until the nurse change-over at 11 

before I took the sleeping pill, after a last trip to the toilet.  It didn’t seem to help much as I awoke before 3:00am, and 

then was woken again at 3:30am for my observations. 

 

T+2: Slowly improving 

The sleeping tablet did give me a solid sleep until 5:30am, but I remember having very unusual dreams.  I got out of bed 

at 6:00am to walk around the ward, my first venture out of my room.  I walked around for 5-10 minutes then asked at 

the nurses’ station for a cup of tea. 

At 8:00am the surgical team came by to check my wounds, and advised me that I could go home that day if I felt like it.   

I certainly wasn’t feeling like going home at that point, given the difficulty I had getting in and out of bed, even with the 

motorised adjustments. 

Then both renal transplant coordinators visited with a small gift from the recipient’s family and stayed for about 20 

minutes.  I asked them how the cost of a transplant stacked up against the cost of dialysis, to determine the 

approximate payback time.  Apparently the whole process of a kidney transplant costs approximately $100,000, but 

dialysis costs approximately $70,000 per year per patient, so the payback comes within 18 months.  That of course is 

just the financial payback – the quality of life payback happens immediately. 

Another visitor that morning was another one of the renal physicians who called in to also report that the recipient was 

doing really well.  Given my status he said I should stay another night, even though the surgery team thought I should be 

ready to go home.  I was happy to comply with his recommendation and was glad of a formal statement to that effect. 

Some more blood tests had been ordered to confirm the improving kidney function, given that my remaining kidney 

suddenly had to double its load.  Apparently these showed a slightly high potassium reading, so I had another visit from 

the surgical team to take another sample. 

In the afternoon I started to feel that the pain was getting to me, but I couldn’t remember when I had last been given 

Panadol.  It was a different nurse this time, and I suspect the instructions had been changed from ‘regular pain relief’ to 

‘pain relief when requested’. 

Later that afternoon one of the surgical team called in and I reported to her that I had a lump on my abdomen just 

above one end of the main incision.  She said there were several possibilities as to what this could be and that she 

would check again the following day. 

After dinner I finally plucked up courage enough to have a shower.  I was glad I did because I felt much better after that, 

with a clean gown and washed hair. 

Then the previous two evening’s nurse called in to say hello, that she had already popped in a couple of times but I was 

either asleep or in the shower.  I had wondered why she wasn’t on the same shift as the previous two days and she 

explained that she had started earlier that day in a supervisor role. 

After the change-over to the night shift I had a late cup of tea, and went to sleep quite easily. 

 

T+3: Going home 

Before breakfast I had another set of blood tests taken, I’ve lost count of how many times this has happened in the past 

two days.  Soon after breakfast one of the surgeons called in to check the swelling I had mentioned.  She said it didn’t 

feel like a hernia but would get an ultrasound organised if it persisted for another week. 

The other issue I was trying to deal with at this stage was constipation.  Apparently because of the physical movement 

of the intestines during the operation, the bowel shuts down for a few days.  Initially everyone had said that I shouldn’t 

go home until things were moving again, but that didn’t seem to be so important.  However I was able to use it as a 

further reason for staying the extra night last night.  As it turns out it would be nearly another 12 hours before things 



started moving again, and then after about 12 hours of good movement there was another pause for 48 hours or so.  

This had me worried that there may be something wrong, but I guess it was really just that the shutdown needed more 

than one kick start. 

Just before lunch (of T+3) my daughter, son-in-law and young grandson arrived to say hello.  Unfortunately their timing 

wasn’t great as I had been prescribed an enema which left me visiting the toilet for long periods.  Eventually they had to 

leave for another appointment, but at least I got to see them again later that day. 

Early in the afternoon I rang my wife to say I was ready to go home that day, and she replied that she had just arrived in 

the car park and would see me soon. 

After lunch I went home at about 1:30pm and spent most of the rest of the afternoon lying on the bed, still feeling quite 

weak and tired, going to sleep about 8:30pm after finally clearing the constipation.  I was on a regime of 2 Panadol every 

6 hours, at 2:30 and 8:30 am and pm.  I didn’t feel I needed any more pain relief than that, although I had been 

prescribed Tramadol in addition. 

 

T+4: Steadily improving 

Most of my second day at home was spent lying on the bed in the sun reading a book.  At this stage it was still quite 

slow to get off the bed, and even slower to get back on. 

 

T+5: While I was in hospital I had shown the surgeons a lump on my abdomen just above the pubic scar.  I was told that 

it was probably just an oedema that would eventually be reabsorbed, but that they would arrange for an ultrasound 

scan if it hadn’t disappeared after a week.  Since it had shown no signs of reducing in 5 days, I contacted the renal 

transplant team to ask what the procedure was for initiating the scan if required. 

The renal coordinator said she would talk to the surgical team and the renal physician.  I also asked for a copy of all the 

tests I had undergone so that I could check that I had not forgotten any of these in my earlier reports.  That night I had a 

sore throat. 

 

T+6: I received a call back from the renal team to say the surgeons would arrange an ultrasound scan, but also I would 

be sent a form for more blood tests next week.  Today I went for a short walk around the block, taking about 10 

minutes, the longest I’ve been on my feet since the operation.  Also it became obvious that my sore throat was 

developing into a cold, basically a very runny nose, which was the last thing I wanted when trying to recover. The worst 

part was that when I sneezed, if I didn’t catch it before it happened, the sudden abdomen movement was very painful. 

 

T+7: One week on 

I received a call from the radiology department to say they had arranged for me to have an ultrasound scan in 9 days’ 

time.  I was surprised that it wasn’t sooner than that, but I figured that if the swelling was no longer there by that time, 

then there was nothing to worry about.  In the afternoon I walked to the local supermarket, about 20 minutes return. 

 

T+8: I had been told to remove the narrow strips covering the incisions after about a week, by peeling them off in the 

shower.  I decided to do that today, but nearly fainted when doing so.  It wasn’t anything to do with pain, just a 

psychological reaction I guess.  Later I took a longer walk around the local suburb, a 45 minute round trip. 

 

T+10: I received 3 appointments in the mail.  One was for the blood tests, one for the ultrasound scan and the third was 

for a 10-week follow up appointment with the renal physician.  I understand that these appointments will be happening 

roughly every 3 months for a while. Today I stopped taking the regular painkillers, after having been stretching the 

interval each time for the past day or so. I also completed another 45 Minute walk.  I also discovered that by bending 

over double when I sneezed, I eliminated the abdomen from the process, and was able to prevent the pain from 

occurring. 

 

T+11:  This time I managed a 90 minute walk of 6.7 km.  This put me at about 70% of my normal walking pace.  I was still 

taking some painkillers at night as it was uncomfortable lying on my side.  However the cold meant that I preferred lying 

on my back all night so that my nose didn’t keep running. 

 

T+12:  Today I went back to the hospital for another blood test and spent the rest of the day at work.  Things are starting 

to return to normal now. 

 



T+16:  Week three and beyond 

Today I had an ultrasound scan of the lump on my abdomen.  The radiologist went away to talk to a doctor, saying that 

the doctor may want to come to have a look, but that didn’t happen, so I’m guessing that there wasn’t anything serious 

that needed immediate attention.  I had an appointment with someone from the urology team next week, so I’d find 

out then what the result was. 

 

T+21: Three weeks now since the operation and today I have had a final, I hope, appointment with someone from the 

surgery team.   He explained what the ultrasound had shown - a small bubble of fluid surrounded by some swelling.  He 

said this should eventually be reabsorbed back into the body, but perhaps taking some months, and as long as it didn't 

show any signs of infection it was nothing to worry about. 

This is more or less the end of the story.  There is a renal physician appointment to come at T+83, but that is still in the 

future. 

 

So to summarise, it was a long process, taking longer than I had expected, but I have never for one moment regretted 

embarking on this journey.  It's not a journey for the faint-hearted or someone with an aversion to needles - I counted a 

total of around 30 blood tests, injections or cannulae during the whole process, although this did include my plasma 

donations while they were continuing. 


